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From Taylor & Potts (2008),
Eur J Cancer 44(6):798-807cancer detection rate
Traditional systematic review
Now well established as a central method in
evidence-based medicine (EBM)
Quantitative outcomes fit meta-analysis and
illustrated with the familiar forest plot
Works best when comparing like with like
Small degree of methodological heterogeneity can
be handled with sub-group analyses
Not just heterogeneity,




Problems of heterogeneity multiply with more complex questions, with
multiple outcomes, varying systems and different methodologies –
different paradigms
Various approaches developed to review broad methods
Meta-narrative review
Greenhalgh, Robert, Bate, Macfarlane & Kyriakidou (2005). Diffusion
of Innovations in Health Service Organisations: A Systematic
Literature Review. Blackwell BMJ Books.
The Wright brothers: first powered, heavier-
than-air flight, 1902
Du Temple’s Monoplane: achieved
short hop using a sloping ramp in
1874
Clément Ader’s Avion III: Ader achieved a
short hop in 1890, poorly controlled, length
disputed
CR Nyberg’s Flugan: achieved a
few short hops in 1897
Wilhelm Kress’s Drachenflieger:
short hops in 1901
… but many others
were close. Likewise,
this is an emerging




Moran-Ellis et al. (Qual Res 2006;6(1):45-59):
“Researchers who advocate the use of multiple methods often write
interchangeably about ‘integrating’, ‘combining’ and ‘mixing’ methods,
sometimes eliding these descriptors with ‘triangulation’, which itself
encompasses several meanings. In this article we argue that such an elision is
problematic since it obscures the difference between (a) the processes by
which methods (or data) are brought into relationship with each other
(combined, integrated, mixed) and (b) the claims made for the epistemological
status of the resulting knowledge.”
Yardley & Bishop (In The SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Research in
Psychology, 2007: pp. 352-67):
‘Composite analysis’: retain integrity of each method – integrate findings rather
than ‘mixing methods’
Noblit & Hare (Meta-ethnography: Synthesising Qualitative Studies, 1988):
Distinction between integrative and interpretive reviews
Meta-narrative review – key principles
Use a historical and philosophical perspective as a pragmatic






Key questions (from Kuhn, “The structure
of scientific revolutions”)
• What research teams have researched this area?
• How did they CONCEPTUALISE the problem?
• What THEORIES did they use to link problem with
potential causes and impacts
• What METHODS did they define as ‘rigorous’ and
‘valid’?
Application more post-Kuhnian than Kuhnian
Explore the literature
Open-ended question























Highlight similarities and differences in the findings
from different traditions
Contestation between the disciplines is data (and
leads to higher order constructs)
Offer conclusions of the general format “in












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































doesn’t cite/is mostly not cited by
European critical sociologists
Not silos
• Biomedicine meets socio-technical
approaches
– Cross-disciplinary appeals (Pratt et
al.)
– ‘Multilingual’ researchers (e.g. Berg)
• Socio-technical approaches aligning
– CSCW and STS have common roots
in ANT, Zuboff etc.
– Links between CSCW and STS over
the years (e.g. Suchman)
– Coming together of CSCW, STS and
IS with newer researchers (e.g.
Ellingsen)
– Østerlund draws on Orlikowski and
Berg + brings in social psychology
– Technology structuration meets ANT
with “narrative networks” (Pentland &
Feldman)
Berg & Bowker (1997), Sociol Quart, 38: 513-37
Berg (1999), Comp Supp Coop Work, 8: 373-401
Berg (2003), Methods Inf Med, 42: 337–44
Ellingsen & Munkvold (2007), Int J Integrated Care, 7
Østerlund (2004), J Center Inf Studies, 5: 35-43
Pentland & Feldman (2007), Organization Sci, 18: 781-95
Pratt, Reddy, McDonald et al. (2004), J Biomed Inform, 37: 128-37
Suchman (1994), Comp Supp Coop Work, 2: 21-39
What does it mean?
• Common roots (like ANT) perhaps made it easy
for CSCW and STS to come together
• A result of the greater accessibility of academic
writing through the Internet?
• Repeated overtures from more socio-technical
researchers to biomedical informatics up against
an optimistic political rhetoric and a naïve,
simplistic and fallacious view of EBM
Crisis
Thomas Kuhn












“The Structure of Scientific Revolutions” (1962)
A discipline sees a repeated cycle of ‘crises’,
leading to ‘paradigm shifts’, out of which emerges
‘normal science’.





















DEVELOPED NATIONS DEVELOPING NATIONS

















































EBM OR GUIDELINES DELIVERY OF HEALTH CARE
Greenhalgh, Robert et al.
“Diffusion of Innovations in Service Organizations: Systematic
Review and Recommendations” (2004)
Different disciplines separately develop a
paradigm and conduct ‘normal science’.
Greenhalgh, Potts et al.
“Tensions and Paradoxes in Electronic Patient Record Research: A
Systematic Literature Review Using the Meta narrative Method” (2009)
Reflections
• The piles are probably subjective, an interpretive
tool
– Just like normal systematic reviews (ergo
sensitivity analysis?)
• Tools for determining piles? Social network
analysis
• Synthesis complicated
• Very different picture to traditional Cochrane
approach
• Rich array of theories and methods
• Systematic, but interpretive
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